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THE METALLURGY OF GOLD.
iron " peel" with, two flat prongs, 1-J inches wide, and of the same length as the tray, which, slide into the grooves underneath the tray. The furnace-tools formerly in use are shown in Fig. 218, where a represents the cupel
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SECTION ON LINE X, Y.
THE CUPEL.
Fig. 216.—Cupel Mould, Royal Mint.
tongs and b the tongs used for charging in the lead packets.   These tongs-are now seldom used in bullion assaying at the Mint.
Method of Operation.—The muffle is brought to a uniform orange-red heat before the cupel-lation is begun. The cupels are cleaned by a pair of hand bellows just before the assay pieces are charged in. For the latter operation a nickel charging tray, devised by Henry Westwood, of the Birmingham Assay Office,, in 1893, is now used. The tray consists of a plate perforated by 72 holes. Underneath is a non-perforated sliding plate. The assay pieces are put in order in the compartments and the tray is placed in position, some help in guiding it being given by stops which touch the front cupels. The sliding plate is then withdrawn and the lead packets fall through the holes into the cupels. " Uncovering " is completed in about two minutes, and during this space of time the muffle is kept closed. The door is then opened, and the draught started through the muffle by opening the damper.
Distinct stages may be noted in the action which now takes place on the cupel. Almost immediately the surface of the molten metal becomes covered with greasy-looking drops of litharge, which are rapidly absorbed by the'
porous cupel and replaced by others.    They pasg oyer the ?urface &t ^ ^^ but fts the,
operation continues move with greater rapidity, In from twelve to fifteen minutes the metal suddenly becomes uniformly dull and glowing except for iridescent bands, produced by extremely thin tlhns
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